How FuseExpertise Helps VARs Be More Effective
Most VARs represent several vendors but they are, increasingly, getting squeezed trying to find
and sell new business. It seems every time they do find a new opportunity, fifteen other VARs
want to quote on the same business. Margins on this business are slim, at best. A VAR’s
response is to sign with other vendors who offer similar products and services at less money
and/or with a better reseller program. They end up representing a large number of vendors but
don’t really know the competitive advantages of any of them. A vendor’s typical response is to
sign up more VARs to meet their monthly objectives. The problem continues.
What VARs need is a concerted effort of the part of the vendors to help them grow their
business, to help them find new opportunities, and to deliver quality products and services to
their clients. Few vendors are doing this well. Yes, there may be some online ordering, and a
portal for technical questions and assistance - but this is always after a need has been identified
and filled.
Here is a solution from FuseExpertise that will help grow your business. FuseExpertise is a
patented Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)TM platform for assessing, creating, sharing and
managing subject matter expertise and intellectual property. The technology is unique in that it
transforms simple text into a framework that dramatically improves retention, execution and
accountability.
The current FuseExpertise IT Health for SMB allows VARs and IT managers to conduct IT
assessments, plus capture and share their own expertise. The content in this library allows
companies to benchmark against over 150 IT topics. They can score, assess, budget, and set
priorities and improvement plans. Users can also capture their own expertise with checklists,
procedures processes and guides - and make them operational and reviewable by establishing
employee, date, asset, and event routines. Detailed reports can be rebranded with your logo
and can exceed 150 pages if all topics are included in an assessment.
The IT assessment allows the VAR to have a different conversation with a client around why
specific functions are important - and then actually review their performance. In over 97% of the
assessments completed VARs identify problem areas that require additional products and
services that the client was not aware of before the assessment. Most of these are supplied by
the VAR who conducted the assessment. Additionally, many VARs continue with an annual
review of the client’s IT operation to monitor performance as changes occur. Clients find that
these assessments are beneficial and, significantly, reduce major IT problems before they
happen.
FuseExpertise and the IT Health Assessment for SMB are licensed per user. The annual fee is
US$249 and includes unlimited client assessments, plus the ability to develop content and
share it within the community. Individual FuseExpertise licenses to create and use content
(excluding the IT Health Assessment library) is US$60 per year.
Every sales rep and consultant should have a license and use it to find new opportunities in
their current base and to gain new customers. VARs could conduct a free two hour assessment
of, say, 30 corporate topics and, based upon the results, sell more products and services. They

would then have the ability to convince a client that a more in-depth analysis could uncover
more issues - and charge the client for their time.
Although the world seems to be moving towards outsourced managed services, clients still need
the experience and advice of a professional to ensure their IT operation is performing correctly.
FuseExpertise is an excellent way to drive more business and deliver a better experience for
your customers.
For more information visit www.fuseexpertise.com or contact Keith Taylor
ktaylor@fuseexpertise.com

